EASTER KNOWLEDGE PASSPORT

Italy

Brazil

Kenya

Greece

Find out about Easter around the world and show your knowledge in this passport. Can you show enough knowledge to collect all of the stamps?

Name ________________________________
Easter in Brazil

Question 1

Answer

Question 2  How are some of the streets decorated?

Answer

Question 3  Why is food an important part of the carnival?

Answer

Fascinating facts

Collect your stamp here
Easter in Greece

Question 1

Answer

Question 2
From Palm Sunday onwards, there are church services to remember the last week of Jesus' life. What is remembered on Thursday's church service?

Answer

Question 3
What does cracking the red eggs show?

Answer

Fascinating facts

Collect your stamp here
Easter in Italy

Question 1  

Answer

Question 2  Why are the church bells quiet from the afternoon of Maundy Thursday until the morning of Easter Sunday?

Answer

Question 3  What does the pope do after the service in St Peter’s Basilica?

Answer

Fascinating facts

Collect your stamp here
Easter in Kenya

Question 1

Answer

Question 2
Many processions on Good Friday end with church services. What are these church services about?

Answer

Question 3
Why might a husband wash his wife’s feet at Easter?

Answer

Fascinating facts

Collect your stamp here